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Abstract. This paper examines the economic and security implications of Proof-of-Stake
(POS) designs, providing a survey of POS design choices and their underlying economic
principles in prominent POS-blockchains. The paper argues that POS-blockchains are
essentially platforms that connect three groups of agents: users, validators, and investors. To
meet the needs of these groups, blockchains must balance trade-offs between security, user
adoption, and investment into the protocol. We focus on the security aspect and identify two
different strategies: increasing the quality of validators (static security) vs. increasing the
quantity of stakes (dynamic security). We argue that quality comes at the cost of quantity,
identifying a trade-off between the two strategies when designing POS systems. We test
our qualitative findings using panel analysis on collected data. The analysis indicates
that enhancing the quality of the validator set through security measures like slashing and
minimum staking amounts may decrease dynamic security. Further, the analysis reveals a
strategic divergence among blockchains, highlighting the absence of a single, universally
optimal staking design solution. The optimal design hinges upon a platform’s specific
objectives and its developmental stage. This research compels blockchain developers to
meticulously assess the trade-offs outlined in this paper when developing their staking designs.
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1. Introduction

Staking is an essential mechanism that underpins the security infrastructure of many blockchain
networks. The staking process involves participants locking cryptoassets on a blockchain as
collateral for honest behavior in exchange for a reward. Staking has evolved from a specialised
activity for technology enthusiasts to a mainstream service accessible through traditional financial
institutions. As a result, staking has seen massive growth. For instance, Ethereum, the most
widely used Proof-of-Stake (POS) blockchain, has attracted more than USD 50 billion worth of
staked ETH in just three years.1 Due to the massive volume of assets locked into these protocols,
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as well as the central importance of the consensus mechanism to the security of the blockchains, it
is critical to understand how stakeholders respond to different changes in the staking mechanisms.
Staking is not unique to Ethereum, as many modern blockchains use variations of the mechanism.
Typically, staking implementations differ in operational nuances. The result is a set of complex
ecosystems where the identification of a single best design approach through comparative analysis
remains elusive. The various divergences in the design of POS mechanisms can make it difficult
to understand the overall impact of staking design choices on the network’s staking behaviour
and, as a result, its economic security.

Despite the importance of the topic, the academic literature investigating the impact of
staking design choices on the staking behaviour is still small. The latest research on Proof-
of-Stake blockchains has focused on different topics, such as detailing the different types of
POS consensus mechanisms,2, 3 understanding specific security threats such as 51% attacks4, 5 or
double-spending.6, 7 Furthermore, many authors have explored the threats that asset centralisation
poses to the integrity of the blockchain and have tried to quantify its magnitude.8–10 Others have
focused more on specific aspects of staking designs. For instance, Chitra (2021)11 argues that
on-chain lending smart contracts may compromise platform security by discouraging staking
in favour of token lending. Kose et al. (2021)12 studied the effect of block rewards on the
equilibrium staking level and showed that over a specific level, increasing block rewards can
have a negative effect on the level of staking equilibrium. Further, Gersbach et al. (2022)13

studied the formation of delegation pools in the presence of malicious agents. They found that
there is a trade-off between improved returns for honest stakeholders and potential security risks.
Their reasoning is that an optimal reward distribution mitigates malicious gains, but unregulated
distribution leaves blockchains vulnerable, since malicious agents could gain more delegators by
rewarding them more generously.

The latest working paper by Gogol et al. (2024)14 highlights another strain of literature,
which analyses the performance of major liquid staking tokens against traditional staking on
POS-blockchains. Finally, the strain of literature the present paper contributes to most closely
analyses the different factors that influence the staking ratio on POS-blockchains. Cong et al.
(2022)15 demonstrated the significant interplay between staking, token pricing, and reward rates
in cryptocurrency markets. Noh et al. (2023)16 analysed the openness of 11 POS-blockchains
based on five metrics related to decentralisation. We build on this literature and explore the
economic and security implications of different staking designs. Compared to previous analyses,
this paper provides a comprehensive assessment of factors affecting blockchain security and
quantifies their impact on staking.

The present research focuses on seven prominent POS-blockchains: Algorand, Avalanche,
Cosmos, Cardano, Ethereum, Polkadot, and Solana. The paper first evaluates the differences in
staking designs and reward distribution mechanisms across these POS-blockchains, shedding
light on the key design dimensions of these POS systems as well as their peculiarities. The
findings are synthesized into a broad discussion of the prevailing staking design choices and
their implications for various stakeholders within the blockchain ecosystem. This includes an
exploration of the critical challenge of balancing security, user growth, and token appreciation
required to successfully sustain a POS-blockchain. In addition, the paper conducts a focused
analysis of the economic security aspect of staking, revealing a strategic divergence among
blockchain networks between static and dynamic security measures. We show that there is a
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trade-off between optimising the quality of the validator set (static security) and expanding the set
of validators (dynamic security), and discuss how different blockchains deal with this trade-off.
We find that Solana, Algorand, and Cardano place a strong emphasis on dynamic security, having
low or no slashing, and minimal requirements for staking amounts and duration. On the contrary,
Ethereum, Polkadot, and Cosmos impose stringent requirements in most areas, thus adopting a
static security approach. Avalanche stands as an exception to this rule.

Finally, we empirically demonstrate the existence of the trade-off between static and dynamic
security using panel data analysis: factors that increase the quality of validators tend to decrease
the amount staked relative to total supply. Our estimates indicate that, in particular, severe
slashing conditions and higher minimum staking durations reduce the staking ratio.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic economics
of staking and the main concepts on which we build. Section 3 presents a qualitative assessment
of staking factors, such as minimum staking amount, minimum staking periods, staking rewards,
and slashing. Section 4 presents a short quantitative assessment of the staking factors discussed,
and Section 5 concludes.

2. Economics of Staking

This section provides an overview of key elements of staking, the existing variations, and the
objectives of POS-blockchains. This section also characterises POS-blockchains as economic
platforms and examines the primary trade-offs.

2.1. Main elements of staking—Staking forms the foundation of the Proof-of-Stake consen-
sus mechanism. Individuals lock their assets (typically native coins) on a blockchain, thereby
securing the protocol.17 The stake acts as a form of collateral to ensure that so-called validators,
who are responsible for verifying and appending the blockchain, act in an honest manner that is
in line with the protocol’s intentions. In the most basic variant of POS, only validators can stake
(see also Appendix A for POS-system variations). As such, they are comparable to miners in a
Proof-of-Work (POW) system, such as Bitcoin. Both validators and miners compete to contribute
to the blockchain and in doing so to be rewarded for their efforts. However, there is a difference in
how they compete. While miners use computational resources to solve cryptographic puzzles in
Proof-of-Work (POW), validators are chosen randomly by the consensus algorithm to propose a
new block. In many cases, the probability of being selected depends on the size of the validator’s
stake. In this sense, there are similar incentives in the POS and POW consensus protocols:
competition between validators is based on the size of their stakes, while competition between
miners is based on computational power. The focus of investment in the protocol shifts from
computational resources to native coins. Of course, it should be mentioned that although the
computational requirements for solving cryptographic puzzles are not present in POS, validators
still need to utilise some level of computational power when they are selected for the proposal of
the block. To incentivise this and to ensure that validators act truthfully, many POS-blockchains
implement so-called slashing penalties. This means that a failed or incorrect block proposal can
result in the loss of the staking reward or even the collateral itself. In this manner, the reward for
staking, which typically includes newly generated coins, can be viewed as compensation for the
initial capital investment, the potential penalty for misconduct, and the expenses associated with
supplying the computational power necessary for accurate transaction validation. Appendix C
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provides an overview of staking design mechanisms.
2.2. Goals of POS-blockchains and platform economics—When designing POS mecha-

nisms, designers generally follow three goals:
(1) High security → high staking volume. Staking is essential for ensuring the security of

a POS-blockchain. By locking up their assets, individuals are incentivised to validate
transactions and maintain the integrity of the network. The more assets are locked in
the blockchain as a stake, the more secure it becomes. Thus, the designers of the POS
mechanism aim to achieve a higher staking volume.

(2) Increased growth → ecosystem development and low fees. To achieve increased growth,
blockchain designers must create a system that is attractive, efficient, and cost-effective.
To grow, the platform can invest in development, marketing, and - if possible - ask for low
transaction fees. Thus, to achieve platform growth, the designers of POS mechanisms
aim to increase ecosystem development expenditures and keep transaction fees low.

(3) High levels of investments → low levels of inflation. Low inflation is crucial for coin
holders who want to see a return on their investment and avoid the dilution of their coins.
Furthermore, inflation dilutes the rewards that stakers receive. Thus, POS mechanism
designers ceteris paribus aim for low inflation.

To achieve these goals, POS-blockchains need to connect different groups. In its simplest
form, POS-blockchains can therefore be characterised as two-sided platforms that facilitate a
connection between individuals who secure the blockchain (validators) and those who seek a
network to transfer value without an intermediary (users). This dynamic can also be extended to
a three-sided platform when considering investors who fund blockchain projects. The challenge
of such multi-sided platforms is to balance the demands of the different user groups effectively.
This balance is crucial for success.18–20 Since POS blockchains cannot attract all three agent
groups with the same effort, they face trade-offs. To enhance security, validators are needed that
expect appropriate compensation for their efforts. In order to increased growth, users, developers,
and liquidity providers need to be attracted. Finally, investors expect attractive token price
performance, to compensate their substantial investments. Due to the associated costs, it is not
feasible for the platform to simultaneously achieve all of these objectives. In analogy to the
well-known blockchain trilemma, we describe these trade-offs as the Staking Trilemma.

A blockchain that aims to attract validators to the network in order to improve security will
need to provide appropriate rewards to compensate the validators for their work and opportunity
costs. The blockchain has two options to finance these rewards: increasing its coin supply or
charging higher transaction fees to its users. To increase validator participation, the blockchain
may need to accept either a decrease in user growth due to higher transaction costs or negative
pressure on its coin price due to the increase in coin supply. Likewise, a blockchain that aims
to attract users with low fees may need to either forgo attracting additional validators with high
staking rewards or do so by employing an inflationary monetary policy, which in turn may be
disadvantageous for investors. Lastly, a blockchain that prioritises the value of the coin and thus
provides attractive returns for investors may likely need to forgo an inflationary monetary policy
and thus either provide high staking rewards through increased fees or not incentivize validators
in favor of retaining low fees. In sum, designers of POS-mechanisms face trade-offs and must
carefully balance their priorities and implement strategies that support their long-term vision.

In addition to the above decisions (validator reward rate, inflation rate, and transaction fees),
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several other important policy parameters can be identified, especially with regard to the security
of the platform. These factors include, but are not limited to, the methods and severity of
punishment for bad validator behaviour (slashing), minimum staking amounts, and minimum
staking durations.

Table 1 summarises the policy parameters set by the POS-blockchains mentioned earlier.
Staking requirements and amounts, as well as approaches to slashing, vary significantly among
different platforms. The minimum staking period requirements can range from no explicit
requirements to a minimum duration of one month, and minimum staking amounts can range
from zero to as high as USD 112’368. Similarly, approaches to slashing can vary from staking
rewards being reduced to forfeiture of the entire stake.

Table 1. Overview of the staking mechanisms.

Blockchain Average
Reward Rate

(pct.)

Average
Inflation Rate

(pct.)

Minimum
Staking Period

(days)

Minimum
Staking

Amounta

Slashing

Algorand 8.5 2.5 0 0.1 ALGO
(0.1 USD)

Reduced
rewards

Avalanche 8.4 5.8 14 25 AVAX
(823 USD)

Reduced
rewards

Cardano 3.8 3.3 0 0 Reduced
rewards

Cosmos 18.9 14 14 0 Collateral
slashing

Ethereum 4.5 0.1 0 32 ETH
(69’931 USD)

Collateral
slashing

Solana 6.3 7.3 2-3b 0 Collateral
slashing

Polkadot 14.3 7.4 28 1 DOT
(15 USD)

Collateral
slashing

a Average USD value of minimum staking amount between 2021-2023.
b Solana minimum duration is 1 epoch, which is roughly 2-3 days.

Upon closer inspection, it is clear that with respect to security, two distinct strategies emerge
among POS-blockchains. Some of them, such as Solana, Algorand, and Cardano, have low
requirements across all dimensions, while others, including Ethereum, Polkadot, and Cosmos,
impose high requirements in most of the discussed areas. Avalanche is an exception to this rule.
In the following section, we will explore the topic of security in more detail to gain a better
understanding of these distinctions.

3. Qualitative Assessment of Staking Factors

In this section, we discuss the economic trade-offs of different staking policy choices with respect
to security. As mentioned above, the various dimensions of a staking policy can be combined in
a variety of ways. For an overview of all the possible dimensions and their explanations, refer
to Appendix B. The goal of the following qualitative evaluation is not to identify a single best
approach, but rather to provide an intuition for how individual parameters of staking programmes
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may affect the incentives faced by participants in a POS protocol. In particular, we will discuss the
trade-offs involved in deciding on minimum stakes, minimum staking periods, staking rewards,
and slashing.

3.1. Minimum staking amount—In general, the minimum staking amount influences a
POS-blockchain along two dimensions: 1) static security and 2) dynamic security:

(1) Static security: Higher minimum staking requirements prevent validators with low levels
of financial interest in the functioning of the protocol from participating in the consensus
mechanism. Those that do participate will by design face stronger financial incentives to
contribute to the proper functioning of the consensus mechanism, potentially improving
its security.

(2) Dynamic security: The lower the minimum staking requirements for validators, the lower
the financial barriers for participation in the consensus mechanism. This can benefit
validator adoption and may result in a larger and a more decentralized validator base.

The minimum staking amount increases the static security but decreases dynamic security.
The overall effect is therefore not straightforward, and the protocols must strike a balance
between the two. Depending on the priorities of the protocol, different choices of minimum
staking requirements may be reasonable. For example, newly established protocols may want to
institute lower minimum staking requirements to foster validator adoption. On the other hand,
established protocols may want to improve the quality of individual validators after they have
reached a critical network size. In this case, increasing minimum staking requirements may be
preferable.

3.2. Minimum staking period—act in a similar manner. They determine the minimum dura-
tion for which validators must stake their tokens when participating in the consensus mechanism.
We can again identify a trade-off between (1) static security and (2) dynamic security:

(1) Static security: Longer lock-up periods tend to increase the level of commitment to
the protocol. With assets being committed for extended periods, potential reputation
damages become more costly for individual validators. Furthermore, longer staking
periods limit the ability to withdraw staked assets in response to short-term fluctuations
in token value, aligning the financial interests of validators with the medium-term success
of the token and platform. Additionally, extended staking periods can help alleviate the
risk of substantial withdrawals from the staking pool occurring within a short period of
time, akin to a “bank run”. Such events can potentially occur during valuation bubbles
and can destabilize the consensus mechanism.8 Therefore, given a static set of validators,
extending the minimum staking period can help improve platform security.

(2) Dynamic security: As already mentioned, longer staking periods reduce the degree
of flexibility with which stakers can reallocate their funds. This increases validators’
exposure to token price risk. Additionally, tokens are typically used as currency within
the blockchain platform and as a result, higher minimum staking periods can reduce
transaction and consumption convenience on the network. Minimum staking periods
thus make the staking investment more prohibitive and increase the entry barriers to the
staking program. Thus, by limiting validator adoption, longer staking periods decrease
the security of the platform.

As with the minimum staking amount, the minimum staking period increases static security but
reduces dynamic security, and protocols must strike a balance between the two. In practice, the
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trade-offs underlying the choice of minimum staking amount and minimum staking period are
handled in a variety of ways. For example, Cosmos and Polkadot offer low minimum staking
amounts but require at least some commitment in terms of staking duration. In comparison,
Avalanche and Ethereum impose shorter lock-up periods but simultaneously expect substantial
minimum staking amounts. Furthermore, a subset of blockchains, including Cardano and Solana,
require both modest minimum staking periods and low minimum staking amounts.

At present, blockchains handle the trade-off between minimum staking period and minimum
staking amount differently. It may also be worth noting that until the Shapella update, validators
on Ethereum could not unstake at all. This example shows that demand for staking can be
sustained even with long minimum staking periods. The increased demand for staking after the
Shapella update indicates, however, that the staking duration does play a crucial role in staking
adoption. It is also worth noting that some blockchains, including Solana and Ethereum, mitigate
the risk of bank runs by limiting the number of withdrawals that can be made in a given period of
time.60 Such policies are able to ensure the stability of the active validator set during periods
of high demand for withdrawals while allowing for flexibility in withdrawals when demand is
stable.

3.3. Staking Rewards—We turn next to the rewards validators and delegators earn for staking
and participating in the consensus mechanism. The staking reward policies analyzed in this paper
exhibit significant variation across different blockchains. In particular, the choice of a staking
rewards policy necessitates a careful consideration of the trade-offs among three key factors: (1)
static security, (2) dynamic security, and (3) token success:

(1) Static security: High staking rewards and particularly staking rewards that depend on
active participation in the consensus mechanism may improve the quality of the validator
set. In addition, high staking rewards increase the financial costs for an adversary seeking
to execute a bribery attack, since validators require higher compensation to forego their
regular staking rewards.

(2) Dynamic security: All else equal, higher staking rewards serve as an incentive for
participation in the consensus mechanism, resulting in a larger validator set and staking
pool, thereby improving the security of the consensus mechanism. It is worth noting that
improved protocol security can also have second-order effects on platform adoption and
token price, as a secure platform is a more compelling proposition to potential users.

(3) Token success: All else being equal, higher staking rewards increase the demand for
staking. The result is an increased staking ratio and reduced liquidity in the market, which
pushes token prices up.61 However, if staking rewards are funded by inflation and there is
no additional deflationary mechanism in place, the supply of tokens may increase in the
long run, putting downward pressure on the token price.

To effectively manage the trade-offs outlined above, many blockchains allow staking reward
rates to adjust dynamically. Such policies recognize that as staking rates increase, marginal
gains in security decrease. In addition, the reduced market liquidity implied by higher staking
ratios may hinder platform activity. A simple approach is to set an aggregate reward amount,
which is then distributed to validators within a specified time frame. This allows the reward per
staked token to decrease with the amount of tokens staked. While the intricacies of the policies
employed vary, all of the blockchains in our sample employ staking reward policies that result in
a negative correlation between the staking ratio and individual-level staking returns.
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An important additional aspect of any staking reward policy is managing the associated
monetary policy. If high staking reward rates are funded through an inflationary monetary policy,
token holdings are diluted and negative pressure is placed on the token price. Alternatively,
high individual rewards may be financed with high transaction fees, which in turn increase entry
barriers for potential users. For many Proof-of-Stake blockchains in the early stages of adoption,
high inflation rates may be necessary to achieve staking rewards large enough to incentivize
staking. As the platform grows and revenues from transaction fees increase, it may become
possible to reduce inflation in favour of funding rewards through transaction fees. In the long run,
such a transition may be necessary for token success.12

Fig. 1 in Appendix D shows how average staking reward rates compare to inflation rates in
the past years and is thereby illustrative of where the various blockchains stand regarding the
transition to a sustainable and non-inflationary staking reward policy. First, one can observe
a large variation in average nominal staking reward rates. Interestingly, protocols with longer
minimum staking periods tend to also offer higher returns to staking, suggesting that stakers
require a premium for the elevated price risk and losses in transaction convenience that come
with longer minimum staking periods. Also, inflation and nominal staking rewards tend to be
correlated, suggesting that real staking returns turn out to be much more similar and overall less
attractive across blockchains.

However, it should also be noted that many of the blockchains examined in this paper have
mechanisms in place to reduce inflation as they mature. For example, Avalanche burns all
transaction fees, resulting in a deflationary effect that may be able to reduce inflation as the
platform grows. Although not burning transaction fee revenues, Cardano has committed to an
inflation rate schedule that promises declining inflation rates over time. Solana employs a mixture
of these two strategies, committing to a declining inflation rate schedule, as well as burning 50%
of the transaction fee revenues. Ethereum also follows this combined approach and already now
burns enough transaction fees to allow for positive staking reward rates without inflation.

All in all, mechanisms to reduce inflationary staking reward policies are in place on most
blockchains. However, whether the platforms will mature enough to allow for platform revenues
to replace inflation remains to be seen. In the meantime, holders of the respective native tokens
should be aware that their token holdings are at risk of substantial dilution over time.

3.4. Slashing—In most consensus mechanisms that we examine, various types of misbe-
haviour by validators can result in slashing penalties, whereby either staking rewards are reduced
or the staked collateral is confiscated. Malicious behaviour can take many forms, and pinpointing
individual validator actions as unambiguously malicious is not always possible.

Certain forms of liveness attacks, for example, involve validators conspiring to cease par-
ticipation in the consensus mechanism.62 Given that mere downtime does not inherently imply
malicious intent, it can be difficult to identify the validators directly involved in such an attack.
This can complicate the design of an effective slashing policy and present a risk for honest
validators.

Slashing policies can again be evaluated in terms of the trade-off between (1) static security
and (2) dynamic security:

(1) Static security: Since it makes efforts to manipulate the consensus mechanism more costly,
slashing can create powerful incentives for protocol-concordant behaviour. Financial
losses can occur if a validator acts maliciously and is discovered. As a result, given a
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static set of validators, slashing increases the security of the protocol.
(2) Dynamic security: As noted above, certain validator activities, while not inherently

malicious, may still be susceptible to slashing in some cases. Consequently, slashing
poses a potential risk even to honest validators, and stricter slashing policies may thus act
as a barrier to entry for validators wishing to join the platform. Thus, all else being equal,
slashing reduces the number of validators and thus reduces security.

As a result, slashing has a positive effect on static security and a negative effect on dynamic
security. The slashing policy that maximizes security must therefore again strike a balance
between the two. To find the optimal level, protocols must analyze the response of validators to
changes in slashing. The lower the response of validators to slashing levels, the less important
the static effect, and thus the closer the optimum will be to maximizing static security. In order
to set optimal slashing parameters, protocols must therefore evaluate the slashing elasticity of
staking demand.

In practice, the severity of slashing punishments and the items subjected to slashing—whether
potential rewards or actual collateral—vary among blockchains. On Avalanche, rewards can be
reduced if a validator’s uptime is less than 80% of the other validators’ uptime. The protocol
does not slash the collateral itself. Similarly, Cardano does not slash the collateral, but reduces
staking rewards if validator pools reach a certain size threshold or if a validator does not pledge
enough own stakes to their validator pool. This promotes decentralization and makes potential
bribery attacks more difficult to coordinate. Finally, Algorand does not slash staked tokens but
reduces rewards if token holders do not participate in the governance of the platform.

On the remaining blockchains we evaluate, stakes tend to be slashed more severely, thus
making deviations from platform-concordant behaviour more costly. On Ethereum, Solana,
Polkadot, and Cosmos, the staked collateral can at least partially be slashed if the validator
misbehaves. The share of tokens that are slashed can vary depending on the specific circumstances
of the offense and the security risk associated with the offense.

In conclusion, we have found various trade-offs when faced with questions about security
aspects. However, it remains unclear how strong these trade-offs are. Therefore, in the next
section we perform a numerical analysis. In particular, we investigate whether and how factors
that increase static security negatively affect dynamic security.

4. Quantitative Assessment

The current section provides preliminary empirical evidence for the intuitions previously outlined.
First, the data source used in the analysis is detailed, then the estimation model is described, and
finally, the estimation results are presented and discussed.

4.1. Data—The data used in this analysis was obtained from stakingrewards.com. The
sample consists of daily observations of various staking parameters for the Ethereum, Solana,
Polkadot, Cardano, Avalanche, and Cosmos blockchains over a two-year period, from 1 January
2022 to 31 December 2023. Due to concerns around data quality, we do not include Algorand in
the following analysis. In addition, data on the staking parameters for each blockchain over the
same two-year period was collected through desk research. The sources of these data are primarily
the websites of the respective blockchains. Finally, some model specifications incorporate data
on the price of Bitcoin. These data were obtained from coinmarketcap.com and again include
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daily observations of the same time period. The sample of daily data is aggregated to a weekly
level to reduce noise. After accounting for missing values, the sample contains 550 observations.
Table 3 in Appendix D reports summary statistics.

4.2. Methodology—We estimate a random-effects model with the following specification:

∆SRi,t = β1ri,t−1+β2πi,t−1+β3ri,t−1πi,t−1+β4MAi,t−1+β5MDi,t−1+β6SDi,t−1+γX+ui,t (1)

We take the first differences of the staking ratio SRi,t for blockchain i in week t as the
dependent variable. The staking ratio SRi,t denotes the average proportion of the total supply
of tokens staked in a given week. The first difference then represents the weekly change in
the average staking ratio. The staking ratio can be seen as a proxy for the dynamic security of
the protocol: as more tokens are locked into the staking protocol, validators are more strongly
incentivized to contribute honestly and within the limits set by the protocol, ceteris paribus.

The first independent variables of interest in the model specification are the one-week lags
of the nominal reward rate ri,t−1, the inflation rate πi,t−1 and their interaction. Including an
interaction term between the nominal reward rate and the inflation rate allows us to assess
the interaction between rewards and inflation with regard to influencing the staking behavior.
Denoted as MAi,t−1, we also include the one-week lag of the minimum staking amount in USD
that validators must provide in order to participate in the respective consensus mechanism. In
addition, we include the average minimum staking duration in days MDi,t−1 for blockchain i in
week t −1 and a dummy variable SDi,t−1 for whether validators in blockchain i are exposed to
having their collateral slashed or not.

Finally, several control variables are included. We include the return on the price of the native
token rPRICE,i,t−1 in the previous week t −1 as well as the volatility of the price of the native
token Voli,t−1 in week t − 1. Additionally, we include the logarithmic market capitalization
log(Cap)i,t−1 for the native token i in week t − 1 and the logarithmic weekly trading volume
log(Volume)i,t−1 for the blockchain i in week t −1, as well as the return on the price of Bitcoin
in week t −1.

4.3. Results—Table 2 reports the estimation results of different model specifications, with
the preferred model reported in column (5). Although never statistically significant, all model
specifications recover a positive relationship between the nominal reward rate and the change
in the staking ratio in the following week. This is consistent with the basic intuition that higher
reward rates increase the demand for staking. However, further analysis is needed to substantiate
this intuition. Although not statistically significant, the preferred specification recovers a positive
relationship between the inflation rate and the change in the staking ratio in the following week.
If substantiated by further research, this suggests that higher inflation may induce some long-term
token holders to stake their token holdings in an effort to compensate for the dilution of their
tokens with staking rewards. However, the presence of a negative coefficient on the interaction
term between the reward rate and the inflation rate may suggest that, holding the reward rate
constant, increasingly high inflation rates discourage staking, potentially in favor of other staking
opportunities.

Turning to the remaining staking design parameters, we find that more restrictive staking
policy choices indeed tend to reduce the share of total tokens being staked. In the preferred model
specification, an increase in the minimum staking amount is associated with a decline in the
staking ratios, holding everything else constant. This relationship is statistically significant at the
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Table 2. Change in staking ratio SRi,t with respect to staking design parameters

∆SRi,t

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

ri,t−1 0.006 0.090 0.077 0.042 0.044
(0.018) (0.076) (0.053) (0.049) (0.048)

πi,t−1 -0.039 0.181∗ 0.240∗ 0.211 0.211
(0.057) (0.108) (0.125) (0.134) (0.133)

ri,t−1πi,t−1 0.002 -0.006 -0.006 -0.004 -0.004
(0.002) (0.005) (0.004) (0.005) (0.005)

MDi,t−1 -0.080 -0.077∗ -0.073∗ -0.073∗

(0.048) (0.042) (0.040) (0.040)

SDi,t−1 -0.166 -0.284∗∗ -0.243∗ -0.245∗

(0.108) (0.129) (0.136) (0.133)

MAi,t−1 -0.004 -0.005∗ -0.006∗∗ -0.006∗∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

SRi,t−1 -0.003 -0.071∗ -0.077∗ -0.082∗∗ -0.082∗∗

(0.004) (0.040) (0.041) (0.039) (0.038)

rPRICE,i,t−1 0.006 0.004 0.002
(0.004) (0.005) (0.008)

Voli,t−1 -0.001 -0.003 -0.003
(0.002) (0.003) (0.003)

log(Cap)i,t−1 0.187∗∗ 0.050 0.043
(0.092) (0.139) (0.144)

log(Volume)i,t−1 0.138 0.150
(0.090) (0.098)

rBTC,i,t−1 0.005
(0.008)

N 550 482 482 482 482
Overall R2 0.009 0.040 0.048 0.050 0.050
Note: Clustered standard errors in parentheses, ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01. SRi,t−1 refers to the average staking ratio in week
t −1, ri,t−1 to the average staking reward rate per annum in week t −1, πi,t−1 to the average inflation rate per annum in week t −1, MDi,t−1

to the minimum staking duration in week t −1, SDi,t−1 is a dummy variable for whether the protocol includes collateral slashing in week
t −1, MAi,t−1 is the average minimum staking amount in USD in week t −1, rPRICE,i,t−1 the weekly return on the token price in week
t −1. Voli,t−1 represents the volatility of the token price in week t −1, log(Cap)i,t−1 the logarithm of the tokens market capitalization in
week t −1, and log(Volume)i,t−1 the respective weekly trading volume of the token in week t −1. Finally, rBTC,i,t−1 refers to the weekly
market return of Bitcoin in week t −1.
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5% confidence level. In addition, an increase in the minimum staking duration is associated with
a decline in the staking ratio of 7.3, although only at a 10% confidence level. By comparison,
the effect of the minimum staking duration is larger in magnitude. This may suggest that the
increase in price risk introduced by longer lock-up periods is more prohibitive than minimum
staking amounts when it comes to new stakers entering the protocol or existing stakers increasing
their stake. This may be particularly important for newer protocols that aim to encourage staking
to increase the economic security of their consensus mechanism, but whose native token may
have higher price volatility than the tokens of more established protocols. Finally, the possibility
of collateral slashing is associated with a decline in the staking ratio, however only at the 10%
confidence level. This indicates that stakers may indeed perceive severe slashing penalties as a
risk, adjusting their staking behaviour accordingly.

Overall, the results of the empirical analysis should be seen as preliminary. Future expansions
of the analysis to further POS-blockchains may help to recover more robust and statistically
significant estimates that can then be used as policy recommendations. In addition, the present
analysis is based on aggregate measures of staking behaviour and staking rewards. Recent
research suggests that blockchains differ in the degree of fairness with which they distribute
staking rewards to individual validators.64 Therefore, the average reward rate may, to varying
degrees, misrepresent the actual staking incentives faced by individual validators, and more
detailed analysis may be useful.

5. Conclusion

This paper explores the economic and security implications of different staking designs, providing
a comprehensive overview of current staking options and the economic principles that underpin
them. Our analysis focuses on seven prominent POS-blockchains: Algorand, Avalanche, Cosmos,
Cardano, Ethereum, Polkadot, and Solana. We identified security, platform success, and token
success as the primary economic goals driving growth. To achieve these goals, POS-blockchains
must connect three distinct groups: validators, users, and investors. Incentivizing these groups
requires significant resources, resulting in various trade-offs. For example, to fund security,
blockchains may distribute new tokens, which dilutes investors, or charge users higher fees,
making the platform less attractive. Blockchains address these trade-offs in different ways. In
particular, their approach to addressing the security issue differs. As such, the paper highlights
a strategic divergence among blockchain networks in terms of static and dynamic security
measures. Blockchains can focus either on improving the quality of the validator set for static
security, or expanding the set of validators for dynamic security. Solana, Algorand, and Cardano
prioritize dynamic security with low or no slashing and minimal staking requirements. In contrast,
Ethereum, Polkadot, and Cosmos take a static security approach with stricter requirements to
improve node quality. Avalanche is an exception to this rule. Our empiricial analysis confirms
the trade-off between static and dynamic security. Our estimates show that improving the quality
of the validator set, through measures such as slashing and minimum staking durations, decreases
dynamic security. Overall we conclude that there is no single best staking design. The optimal
design depends on specific strategies, and developers must carefully evaluate the trade-offs. To
enhance understanding of the security trade-off, future research could measure validator quality
(e.g. uptime) and include concentration measures in the empirical analysis.
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Appendix A: Different Ways of Staking

A.1. Variations of POS—In a classical POS system, such as Ethereum, stakers provide the
stake and the computational power necessary to verify and approve the next block of transactions.
In these systems, only the so-called validators can stake. In other words, the ownership of the
invested capital and the executive function it grants are both retained by the same agent. Over
time, permutations of the POS mechanism have been developed that allow the separation of
validation and staking, attributing separate roles to validators and stakers.

The simplest advancement of POS is the Delegated-Proof-of-Stake (DPOS). In DPOS-
blockchains, like the Avalanche Network, a delegator can commit his stake to the validator. The
validator, in turn, operates a staking pool that collects the assets from the various delegators. As
in the classical POS mechanism, validators also have the task of appending new blocks to the
blockchain. Staking rewards are distributed among the validators and the delegators as well.

Another extension of POS is the Nominated-Proof-of-Stake (NPOS) mechanism that was
first implemented by Polkadot. Similar to DPOS the roles of staking and validation are separated.
Validators are elected by the so-called nominators to participate in the block-update process.
Compared to DPOS, however, a nominator’s stake is allocated by a predefined algorithm among
those validators who had received the most votes. Once an active set of validators is established
by the voting result, the staked assets are distributed among the validators to ensure sufficient
decentralisation.22 Importantly, this consensus mechanism introduces reputation as a defining
attribute of validator success. Nominators will only commit their assets to validators whom
they trust to act truthfully and in a manner that will maximise their staking returns. Compared
to DPOS, NPOS has introduced a new role for the delegators/nominators. Nominators get the
additional role of nominating validators in addition to providing financial backing. The nominator
stakes are then distributed among a set of active validators, unlike in DPOS, where stakes are
delegated to a single validator of choice.

A.2. Different Ways of Staking—Participating in POS as a delegator or validator usually
requires technical knowledge to mitigate the risk of slashing. Since most individuals do not
have sufficient knowledge, third parties (such as Lido or Coinbase) started to offer staking as a
service. These service providers allow anyone to participate in the staking process without any
prerequisites. We broadly delineate the staking possibilities and describe their potential risks and
benefits among two dimensions:

(1) whether individual stakers stake directly on the blockchain itself or through a third-party
platform (indirectly) and

(2) if the third-party platform provides a custodial or a noncustodial service.
A.3. Direct vs. indirect staking:—Various definitions of direct staking exist. We define it

as the act of individuals directly staking their assets on a POS-blockchain, which consequently
positions them as active participants within the POS ecosystem. In comparison, we define indirect
staking as when users stake through a third-party and are itself not a participant of the POS
mechanism. Note, we consider delegators and nominators as direct stakers since they lock their
assets on the POS-blockchain by themselves and not through a third-party and are a primary
agent of the POS ecosystem.

Direct staking can be conducted using an own validator or by delegating/nominating stakes.
On most blockchains, running a validator node requires having access to hardware infrastructure,
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knowledge of a specific software environment, and active participation in the consensus mecha-
nism of the blockchain. While computing power requirements are much less prohibitive than on
POW protocols, successful validator nodes still need to have access to a stable internet connection
and be able to run their node perpetually and without interruptions. A less resource-intensive
form of direct staking is when individuals stake their own assets directly as part of the POS
system on the blockchain as a delegator/nominator.

While being the most involved form of staking, one of the major benefits of direct staking
is that one directly accrues potential staking rewards. Above that, on some blockchains, like
Cosmos, direct stakers regularly receive airdrops.23 Fees for direct staking are lower in the case
of delegating/nominating or non-existent in the case of running an own validator in comparison
to staking through a third-party. Direct staking requires individuals to have some knowledge
of blockchain technology whilst indirect does not. Overall, the trade-off between direct and
indirect staking tends to be determined by the risk associated with the transfer of ownership and
the search and transaction costs associated with staking through a third-party.

A.4. Custodial vs. non-custodial staking:—Indirect staking can be custodial or non-
custodial, depending on whether the staker remains the owner of their assets (non-custodial)
or transfers the ownership to a third-party platform (custodial). In custodial staking, the fact
that ownership of the staked assets shifts from the staker to the custodian represents a risk
that is not present when a staker stakes through a non-custodial platform or directly on the
blockchain. On the other hand, custodial staking is the easiest way to start staking. Custodial
staking service providers may, for example, offer staking with no lock-up period or no minimum
required amount, which are often unavoidable in other forms of staking. On non-custodial staking
platforms, delegators retain possession of their private key and hence their staked coins.24 This
form of staking mitigates the intermediary in comparison to the custodian form. In addition,
staking rewards tend to be higher on non-custodial platforms.

Appendix B: Staking Characteristics / Dimensions

Beyond the general concept of staking and its different forms, it is important to understand some
of the common dimensions along which blockchains define their Proof-of-Stake mechanisms.
This is the purpose of this section. Furthermore, based on the characteristics described here, a
detailed and comparative overview of the most prominent blockchains are to follow in the next
Appendix.

(1) Epoch: The epoch is usually defined as a period of time or a specific number of blocks.
During an epoch, blocks are submitted, validated and at the end staking rewards are
distributed. The length of an epoch varies considerably by blockchain. For instance,
epochs on Cardano extend over a period of 5 days,25 whereas Ethereum has 6.4-minute-
long epochs.26

(2) Aggregated rewards: Aggregated rewards are the staking rewards on a blockchain that are
to be distributed among all stake holders. Aggregated rewards are calculated differently
on each blockchain and can depend on different variables, like inflation or the share of
total staked coins in the network.

(3) Staking pool: Direct stakers may operate staking pools through which indirect stakers
can provide their coins. The pool represents the combined stakes. Indirect stakers receive
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a share of the rewards earned by the pool.
(4) Slashing: Validators should be online all the time and avoid any misbehaviour to ensure

network security and stability. However, if they have problems with their infrastructure
and go offline or double-sign a block, the stakes in their staking pool can get slashed.
Alternatively, aggregated rewards are reduced.

(5) Individual rewards: Individual rewards are distributed among individual stakers. They
usually depend on the individual stake made by the staker and can be reduced by any
validator and/or third-party fees and slashing penalties.

(6) Unbonding period: Some blockchains impose an unbonding period on stakers. The
unbonding period starts when a staker initializes the withdrawal of their stakes. During
the unbonding period, the coins are locked on the blockchain, and their owner cannot use
these in any transaction or earn further staking rewards. Unbonding periods can be a few
hours or even many weeks.

(7) Activation period: On some blockchains, staked coins do not start earning rewards as
soon as they are staked. Often, users may have to wait until the beginning of a new epoch
for their stake to start earning staking rewards. The activation period then refers to the
period between the staking commitment of the user and the integration of the stake into
the active Proof-of-Stake consensus mechanism.

(8) Compounding rewards: Some blockchains automatically distribute the earned rewards
into the stock of staked coins, thereby increasing the number of staked tokens and allowing
the staker to benefit from the compound interest effect. Reward distribution and crediting
are not always automatic though. In some cases, they must be initialized by the validator.

Appendix C: Overview of the POS Implementations

In this section of the appendix, we are going to describe the staking mechanism of seven
prominent blockchains. The goal of this part is to give a summary of our findings and of the
mechanisms on which our analysis is based. Even though, we updated these information during
our whole research process several times, the descriptions of some staking designs are scarce and
could have changed since our last update.

Algorand — The first Blockchain we discuss is Algorand which implemented a major change
in its initial staking design. In the beginning, every ALGO holder automatically earned staking
rewards. In the new governance program, ALGO holders receive their staking rewards only if
they become governors and meet the following two conditions. First, they must provide their
stakes for at least three months. Second, they have to vote on initiatives about the growth and
development of the Algorand ecosystem.27 The staked coins in the wallet of a governor are not
locked, which means that they can make transactions with those coins. However, whenever the
number of coins stored in the wallet falls below the committed number of coins, the governor
becomes ineligible for rewards in that governance period. There is no minimum amount of
ALGO that has to be staked, but it should be larger than the transaction fees.28 Furthermore,
governors are required to vote on every proposal, if they want to earn the maximum number
of coins, otherwise, their rewards will be slashed. Uniquely, if a governor misses the sign-up
period lasting for two weeks at the beginning of a governance period, they will only be able to
participate in the next governance period, in three months.
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From the 10 bn initially minted ALGOs, 6.9 bn are already in the circulating supply and the
remaining 3.1 bn is held by the Algorand Foundation.29 The aggregated reward pool is funded
with the 3.1 bn stock of ALGO held by the Algorand Foundation. The individual rewards of
the governors depend on the ratio of the total stakes committed and the total rewards for the
given period.30 Since the distribution of individual rewards for each governor depends on their
participation, rewards are not compounding and are not continuously accounted to a wallet.
Governors receive their rewards at the end of the 3-months governance period.

Compared to the previous staking mechanism, in which every ALGO holder could earn
staking rewards, this mechanism is more restrictive. If a potential governor misses the sign-
up period, he is completely excluded from the governance period. It also requires an active
willingness to stake, but this results in a trade-off of less decentralization.

The new mechanism in which Algorand eliminates the rewards as a penalty of not participating
in governance can be seen as a slashing mechanism. In its initial, passive staking mechanism,
there was no similar slashing mechanism in place. The lack of such led to criticism and was seen
as a potential source of risk because misbehaving nodes had little to lose.

Avalanche — The next blockchain in our analysis, Avalanche, has a completely different
staking mechanism compared to Algorand. Stakers are not required to be governors and to vote
on proposals. Coin holders must delegate their stake to a validator of their choice or become a
validator themselves. The total supply of AVAX is capped at 720 mio. Initially 360 mio. AVAX
were minted. Staking rewards have been continuously minted since then and as the circulating
supply gets closer to the cap, the reward rates are being reduced.

Individual rewards depend on the total amount staked on the network and the duration of
the stake.31 The minimum staking period should last at least two weeks, and the maximum can
last up to one year. Depending on the staking period, the current annual reward rates are 7.9%
and 9.4%, respectively. The minimum number of AVAX that must be delegated for staking is
25 AVAX. The minimum number of AVAX a validator who sets up the staking pool must stake
is 2000. Unlike on Algorand and other chains, the maximum number of AVAX a validator is
allowed to collect into a single staking pool can only be 5 times his own stake. This means that if
a validator stakes 1000 AVAX, he can only take a total of 4000 AVAX from delegators and has a
total of 5000 AVAX in his pool.32 The maximum amount of AVAX one can stake is 3 millions.33

A noteworthy similarity to Algorand is that in their documentation they do not mention
slashing as such. However, if a validator is online less than 80% of the time most validators are
online, she does not receive any rewards.34 Rewards are paid only after the committed staking
period is over, therefore stakes and rewards do not compound.32 On the Avalanche network stakes
are locked up for the committed staking period. This carries an additional risk to stakeholders
because, in case of an AVAX devaluation, the staked coins could devaluate as well and cannot be
sold on the market.

Polkadot — This blockchain took up the mission of solving the interoperability problem. To
tackle the problem, it connects several chains together through so-called shards. This allows
parallel transaction processing, data exchange, and the optimization of each chain on the network
for a unique specification. Compared to the already discussed blockchains, Polkadot implements
a novel kind of POS consensus mechanism, called Nominated Proof-of-Stake (NPOS). In
this mechanism there are two essential roles, which should be elaborated on: validators and
nominators. Validators provide the infrastructure of the network, they validate the blocks,
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whereas nominators contribute with their stakes and nominations to the security of the network.
Nominators can suggest validators into the active set of validators and stake their tokens with
the chosen validators.22 As of March 2023, at least 313 DOTs are required from nominators.
Through the introduction of nominator pools, a new way of staking was created, which allows
for more scalability. Nominators can join a nominator pool with a stake of just 1 DOT.35 The
lower minimum stake required is not the only advantage of nomination pools. They enlarge the
pool of potential stakers by lowering the barrier of entry into staking, which is created by the due
diligence that should be done before staking. The nominator pool creator does all the research on
behalf of other pool members.36 Figure 1 below visualizes the two different ways of staking with
Polkadot. A further major difference to the other blockchains considered is, that in the case of
Polkadot, nominators are completely free to choose up to 16 validators whom they are backing
with an arbitrary number of coins. Polkadot then automatically chooses the validator to which
the coins are allocated. This reduces the risk for the nominators of not getting rewards due to
validator inactivity.

Unlike on other networks, rewards do not depend on the share a validator has in the aggregated
stakes. Rewards are only influenced by their activity on the chain, with which they can earn “era
points”. Any misbehaviour, or inactivity of a validator will lead to slashing of stakes for both the
validator and its nominators. A noteworthy difference in the slashing mechanism compared to
others is that popular validators will be slashed proportionately more, to incentivize nominators
staking with less popular validators to decrease their individual risks and increase decentralization.
Any slashed stakes are transferred to the Treasury and can be reverted only by the Council.

On Polkadot, rewards are accumulated each era, which is approx. a 24-hours-period. Rewards
pay-out must be initialized by either the validator or one of the nominators and rewards can be
directed to an unrelated account or to the account containing the stake. Polkadot offers a lot of
flexibility when it comes to withdrawing or increasing the stakes. It is possible to increase or
reduce the stake without the need to unstake all coins. On our list of blockchains, the longest
unbonding period has been implemented by Polkadot. Stakes remain locked for 28 days if
someone wishes to get them back.35

However, a new feature is coming soon, and fast-unstake is going to be added. This will
allow nominators to perform unstaking, if their balance did not back any validators in the last 28
days.37

An important similarity to Cosmos is the dependence of aggregated rewards on the share
of staked coins. On Polkadot the ideal staking rate on the network was defined to be 50%, but
this can change depending on the number of parachains. The Rewards pool is determined by
the inflation rate, whereas the inflation rate depends on the system staking rate. If the system
staking rate is lower than the ideal staking rate of 50%, inflation (newly minted coins) increases
linearly up to 10%. The closer the system staking rate gets to the ideal staking rate, the higher the
inflation rate and thus the higher aggregate rewards for all stakers become. If the system staking
rate is larger than the ideal, the inflation rate and reward rate start to decrease in an exponentially
decaying manner.38 Therefore, the aggregated rewards are highest when the system staking rate
equals the ideal staking rate.

Individual staking rewards decrease with increasing staking rate (despite increasing total
staking rewards up to the ideal staking rate). This is by the simple fact, that with more stakers,
the rewards have to be distributed to more stakers. Since this effect is stronger than the increase
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in total rewards, individual staking rewards decrease.
Cosmos — The internet of blockchains, employs a POS consensus mechanism. The probabil-

ity of a validator being chosen for block proposal depends on the relative size of their validator
pool, to which they and delegators can contribute. Rewards are composed of so-called block
provisions and transaction fees, which are distributed among validators proportionally to the
size of their pool. Within the staking pool, rewards are again distributed among delegators in
proportion to their individual contribution to the pool.39 Similar to Polkadot’s reward design,40

block provisions on Cosmos are inflationary and their total amount is determined by the inflation
rate, which in turn depends on the share of the circulating ATOM supply being staked. The
desired staking participation on the network is determined by Cosmos to be 66%. Deviations
from the target staking rate are corrected through the inflation rate. If the staking rate is less than
66%, inflation gradually increases up to at most 20% per annum. A higher inflation rate leads
to increased staking rewards as well as to a stronger dilution of non-staked ATOM. Combined,
these effects incentivize additional staking. If more than 66% of all ATOM are staked, the policy
becomes to reduce the incentives for staking by decreasing inflation gradually down to a floor of
7% per annum.41 As of the time of writing, inflation is 16% and the staking ratio is around 67%.?

Cosmos implements an unbonding period of 21 days, during which assets cannot be used
in transactions or earn any rewards. This unbonding period leads to a similar problem as
the commitment period in the case of the Avalanche network. Locked coins are at risk of
experiencing a complete value deterioration during the 21-day unbonding. An additional restraint
is that unbonding stakes through the same validator is allowed only 7 times in a 21-day period,
which in the short run could result in stakes being stuck with a validator. However, staking
rewards are accruing every 7 seconds on a separate account and can be used in transactions or
staked separately.43

There is no minimum staking requirement for the delegators except for the 0.05 ATOMs
(USD 0.6), which must be staked to be able to unstake the coins in the future. The minimum
stake required from a validator is in theory 1 ATOM. However, if a validator’s total stake falls
below the top 175, then that validator loses their right to validate.44 Therefore, the effective
minimum staking requirement for a validator is much larger than the theoretically required 1
ATOM. No maximum staking amount is defined by the staking protocol. A potential downside
from the perspective of an individual delegator, but a benefit to the functioning of the consensus
mechanism as a whole is that stakes can get slashed. In a staking pool, 0.01% of the stakes are
slashed for the downtime of a validator, whereas 5% are slashed for double signing activity.45

Even stakes subject to the unbonding period can get penalized for downtime or double signing.
Cardano — One of the differences between Cardano and the blockchains discussed above

is its mechanism to limit the amount of stakes a staking pool aggregates. If a staking pool on
Cardano attracts more stakes than the threshold of 1/k, the individual rewards for the specific
staking pool will no longer increase. The parameter k represents the so-called stake cap, which
limits the number of ADA that can earn rewards in a stake pool. It is possible to stake ADA above
the value of parameter k into the stake pool, but that would be irrational, since the additional
stakes would not earn any rewards. The goal is to set k such that 1000 stake pools are created and
running on the network.46 The rewards of the individual staking pools also depend on whether
the validator pledged own ADA to the pool. Without any pledged ADA, the specific staking
pool can only earn 77% of the rewards a similar stake pool with pledged ADA could earn. This
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mechanism incentivizes validators to stake their own ADA alongside delegators, which further
reduces their incentives for misbehaviour.47 Another type of penalty or slashing that is applied to
individual staking rewards, is the reduction of rewards when block validation is missed. However,
only the rewards are slashed, not the actual stake. There is no minimum staking amount required,
but at least 10 ADAs (USD 8) should be staked, to be able to finance the fee of unstaking later.
Unlike Cosmos, there is no unbonding period, delegators are free to unstake whenever they wish
to.

The aggregated reward pool is calculated in each epoch as follows:
First, the Reserve is calculated. The Reserve is the difference between the maximum possible

supply of ADA, which was set to be 45 bn and the ADA in circulation and in the Treasury.48

Then, the Total Possible Rewards are calculated with the help of a parameterizable rate which
was determined to be 0.3%. A predefined rate of 20% of the Total Possible Rewards is directed
as a Treasury fee into the Treasury, and the remainder will fill the Aggregated Rewards Pool.
However, the rewards distributed from this remainder are proportionate to the staking rate of
the system. If only 50% of all coins are staked, then 50% of the Aggregated Rewards will be
distributed and the other 50% is sent back to the Treasury.46

The distribution of the remaining 50% of the Total Possible Rewards is as follows:
The share of Aggregated Rewards a pool can get depends on numerous variables such as

the Total Possible Rewards, the relative pool saturation size, the amount pledged by the pool
operator, the performance of the validator, and the amount staked by delegators. The more ADA
is staked in the pool, the higher the share of rewards, of course subject to the threshold mentioned
above. Also, if the validator had not pledged any own coins, the share of Aggregated Rewards
the pool can receive, is reduced. Before distributing the rewards to delegators, proportionally to
their individual stakes, validator fees are subtracted.

Solana — This blockchain combines Delegated-Proof-of-Stake and Proof-of-History consen-
sus mechanisms to provide a highly scalable blockchain with high transaction speeds and low
transaction fees. Like many other Proof-of-Stake blockchains, Solana plans to finance staking
returns through inflation (issuance of their native coin SOL). The platform foresees 100% of
inflation to be distributed to validators and staking accounts. The inflation rate is set to begin at
8% per annum and is scheduled to decrease by 15% each year until it ultimately reaches 1.5%.54

Being a Delegated-Proof-of-Stake platform, individuals can access staking rewards by del-
egating SOL into validator pools. Staking rewards are distributed among validators according
to their share of the total amount of SOL being staked. From the perspective of an individual
delegating their SOL, the annualized staking yield can be characterized as follows.50

Staking Yield = Inflation Rate ·Validator Uptime · (1−Validator Fee) · Total Current Supply
Total SOL Staked

(2)

Validator uptime and validator fees vary across validators. Validator uptime is a measure of
the number of votes a validator participates in during a given epoch. Thus, the more actively
a validator participates in the consensus mechanism, the higher their staking rewards. In the
case of Solana, one epoch has a duration of around 2 days. Additionally, delegators compensate
validators in the form of a validator fee. Staking returns are paid out after every epoch and are
automatically restaked. Also, stakers do not have to comply with any minimum or maximum
staking requirements and can withdraw their stake on relatively short notice, at the end of an
epoch.51 Given the duration of an epoch on the Solana blockchain, this means that the unbonding
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period is at most 2.5 days. There is also a similar activation period. New stakes are activated only
at the beginning of a new epoch.52 Currently, slashing on the Solana blockchain is administered
on a case-by-case basis. However, validators who sign illegal transactions or vote for invalid
forks may see 100% of their stakes slashed.53

Ethereum — The introduction of Proof-of-Stake to the Ethereum Mainnet represented a major
step in the roll-out of the new consensus mechanism on Ethereum. Of course, staking has been
possible for a while on the Beacon Chain. However, we focus on the staking policies that have
been developed since the successful merge of the Beacon Chain and the Ethereum Mainnet when
rewards ceased to be paid out to POW miners and the full transition to POS was completed. We
further discuss the changes to the Ethereum staking policy that stand to be implemented with the
Shanghai/Capella-upgrade scheduled for the 12th of April.

Activation of a validator node in the Ethereum ecosystem requires an initial stake of at least
32 ETH. Individuals can either set up a validator node on their own, employ the services of a third-
party node operator, or contribute their stake to an existing third-party staking pool. Validators
running their own node can primarily earn rewards through attestation and block proposal. In
each epoch, validators may attest their perspective of the chain within the context of the consensus
protocol, thereby regularly earning attestation rewards. Attestation rewards increase with the
validator’s so-called effective balance. Additionally, a validator may be randomly chosen by the
protocol to provide a block proposal in a given epoch. Since this is a random process, a given
validator will not be asked to contribute a block proposal in every epoch, making the rewards
paid out for this activity more variable. The likelihood of being selected for a block proposal
increases with a validator’s effective balance.55

While actual staking balances fluctuate when rewards are paid out or stakes are slashed, the
effective balance adjusts more slowly and is capped at 32 ETH.56 This means that compounding
rewards are not possible in the strict sense, because rewards accruing to the actual balance do not
always affect a change in the effective balance. Validator node downtime does not incur slashing
of the underlying stake but may reduce validator rewards. On the other hand, actions such as
double signing or malicious voting behaviour may result in slashing. The amount of ETH slashed
depends on the number of other validators slashed at the time. Since a successful attack on the
network requires a majority of ETH validators to cooperate, widespread misbehaviour is severely
punished while sporadic accidental violations are treated much more leniently.57
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Appendix D: Empirical Calculations
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Fig. 1. Average Inflation Rate vs. Average Reward Rate, 2021-2023, Source:
www.stakingrewards.com

Table 3. Summary statistics, by token

ADA ATOM AVAX DOT ETH SOL Overall

SRi,t−1 68.12 (3.83) 65.09 (3.09) 60.66 (3.71) 49.29 (3.60) 14.29 (4.59) 72.83 (2.61) 54.84 (20.12)
ri,t−1 3.83 (0.87) 18.76 (3.10) 8.40 (0.64) 14.25 (0.31) 4.54 (0.82) 6.30 (0.73) 9.33 (5.59)
πi,t−1 3.34 (0.54) 13.99 (3.25) 5.82 (0.38) 7.43 (0.36) 0.10 (0.38) 7.32 (0.27) 6.17 (4.67)
MDi,t−1 0.00 (0.00) 21.00 (0.00) 14.00 (0.00) 28.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 5.00 (0.00) 12.70 (10.44)
SDi,t−1 0.00 (0.00) 1.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 1.00 (0.00) 1.00 (0.00) 1.00 (0.00) 0.67 (0.47)
MAi,t−1 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 7.44 (6.80) 0.09 (0.06) 615.46 (202.31) 0.00 (0.00) 103.83 (243.35)
rPRICE,i,t−1 -0.29 (9.11) -0.21 (9.44) -0.01 (12.52) -0.83 (7.98) -0.20 (8.06) 0.31 (13.47) -0.20 (10.28)
Voli,t−1 0.02 (0.03) 0.70 (0.77) 1.68 (2.05) 0.42 (0.53) 67.83 (56.37) 2.81 (3.43) 12.25 (33.88)
log(Cap)i,t−1 23.46 (0.44) 22.05 (0.42) 22.64 (0.62) 22.90 (0.49) 26.12 (0.29) 23.27 (0.64) 23.41 (1.39)
log(Volume)i,t−1 21.85 (0.77) 21.20 (0.81) 21.55 (0.83) 21.37 (0.77) 25.07 (0.46) 22.49 (0.76) 22.26 (1.52)
rBTC,i,t−1 0.15 (6.75) 0.15 (6.75) 0.15 (6.75) 0.15 (6.75) 0.15 (6.75) 0.15 (6.75) 0.15 (6.72)

Notes: Table reports Mean (SD)
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